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We have found a blueshift in the cavity modes confined in two-dimensional photonic crystal
microcavities when the thickness of the slab was varied uniformly by accurate dry etching. The
shifts in the wavelength of the cavity modes were around 2 nm towards shorter wavelengths per
nanometer reduced in the thickness of the slab. Three-dimensional plane wave expansion
calculations showed that the observed shifts are inside the calculated photonic band gap of the
structures. The variation in the energy position of the peaks with the thickness has been analyzed by
three-dimensional finite difference time domain calculations for a one missing hole microcavity.
This tuning of the emission wavelength with the change in the thickness slab shows the important
effect of the third dimension in photonic crystals made out of semiconductor slabs and it can be of
interest for its application in the final processed photonic devices like photonic crystal lasers. ©
2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1896427g

Two-dimensionals2Dd photonic crystalsPCd slabs have
attracted much attention due to the important applications in
photonic devices such as 2D photonic crystal lasers1 and
photonic crystal waveguides.2 The planar technology used
for their fabrication contributes to increase the interest in
these so called 2D photonic crystal devices, aiming at the
fabrication of high scale integrated optics and optoelectron-
ics. There are numerous experimental studies on the charac-
terization of the spontaneous emission of photonic crystal
micro and nanocavities3 for their application in different
types of photonic crystal lasers4 as well as light-emitting
diodes.5 All of those works focused mainly on the variation
of the photonic properties as the shape of the cavities,6 the
symmetry of the lattice7,8 or the main parameters of the pe-
riodic lattice8—lattice parametera and filling factorf—were
changed.

Nevertheless, there is limited work on the effect of the
third dimensionsin this case the thickness of the slabd on the
photonic band gap properties of a slab.9 This important issue
has been treated from a theoretical point of view before in
waveguides10 or pure slabs.11

In this work we have studied the variation of the spon-
taneous emission spectra of photonic crystal microcavities
when the thickness of the slab in which they are made is
changed. Here we demonstrate that by accurate etching of
the PC slab the frequencies of the cavity modes of the PC
microcavities can be tuned in the order of tens of nanometers
towards higher energies. This finding may have important
application in the tuning of PC lasers12 as the ones used for
chemical detection13 without having to change the main

parameters—lattice parametera and filling factor f—of the
fabricated structure.

A 2D PC structure with a triangular lattice of air holes
has been fabricated on a slab of InGaAsP pseudo-quaternary
semiconductor material. The slab was grown on an InPs001d
substrate by solid-source molecular beam epitaxy. The
heterostructure consisted of three quantum wellssQWsd
of In0.47Ga0.53As of 7.3 nm separated by 20-nm-thick
barriers and embedded into the waveguide layers. Barriers
between QWs and waveguide layers are made of
sGa0.47In0.53Asd4/ sInPd5 short period superlattices that re-
place the quaternary alloy enhancing control of the alloy
composition and carrier confinement.14

This specific heterostructure gives rise to a strong pho-
toluminescencesPLd spectra centered around 1500 nm at
room temperature which is sufficiently wide as to probe the
optical characteristics across a wavelength range of
,300 nm. The original total thickness of the heterostructure
was 265 nm. We have chosen a slightly thicker structure than
the otherwise standard thickness ofl /2n in order to cover a
range in the variation of the thickness from,1.17l /2n to
,0.95l /2n for l=1.5 mm andn=3.3 and avoiding damage
to the QWs due to the etching.

Processing of the PC structures was done by electron-
beam lithography of a polysmethylmethacrylated layer on top
of a SiO2 layer s300 nm thickd deposited by plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Reactive ion beam
etching was used to open the holes in the SiO2 and the semi-
conductor by CHF3/N2 and CH4/H2

15 combined with oxy-
gen plasma. Circular holes are then drilled in the InGaAsP
membrane to form a 2D triangular PC array in which some
holes are omitted. To make the microcavities, 12 PC rows
surround hexagonal cavities with a variable number of miss-
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ing holes per sidesone for a H1 cavity, three for a H3 and
five for a H5 cavityd. The period of the latticea is 500 nm,
whereas the filling factorf is around 39%, changing slightly
between different cavities. Fluctuations in the size of differ-
ent holes due to fabrication were estimated from scanning
electron microscopysSEMd image measurements around 5%
of the f value. In order to provide the membranes with a
sufficiently strong mechanical support to resist a number of
repetitive steps of dry etching and optical characterization,
we bonded the fabricated layers to a thin borosilicate glass
sn=1.53d with optical glue sn=1.5d as reported by other
authors.16 Finally, the InP substrate was etched in a 4:1
HCl:H2O solution to leave the semiconductor slab exposed
to the air. Figure 1 shows a scanning electron microscopy
image of one H5 cavity and a descriptive drawing of the
fabricated structure.

The experimental characterization was performed by op-
tical microphotoluminescence spectroscopy.17 A 780 nm la-
ser diode was focused on the sample surface through a 0.4
numerical aperture microscope objective. The size of the ex-
citation spot was around 3.5mm which is small enough to fit
inside the PC structures and to generate cavity modes. Light
is collected by a lens inside a 0.22 m monochromator with a
cooled InGaAs photodiode connected to a lock-in amplifier.
The resolution of the experimental setup in this configuration
is around 2.5 nm. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the pho-
toluminescence spectra from the same H5 cavity after several
steps of decreasing the thickness of the slab by CH4/H2 re-
active ion beam etching. The spectra obtained on an unpat-
terned area in the immediate vicinity of the cavity is also
shown. Different emission peaks corresponding to different
cavity modes were observed depending on the thickness of
the slab. The spectra of the unpatterned area changes their
intensity due to the decrease of the total volume, which re-
duces the number of photogenerated carriers. Comparison
between the spectra shows that all of the peaks shift to higher
normalized frequenciessva/2pcd as the slab thickness de-
creases. All cavities spectra showed a background photolu-
minescence intensity which is related to three facts: the use
of an excitation laser diode in continuous wave mode—
which heats up the material considerably although it is more
convenient than a pulsed laser to produce higher PL
intensity—, the use of a glass substrate—for better mechani-
cal resistance than that of an air suspended membrane—and
the detection of the PL intensity that exits from the cavity in
normal incidence to the surface, and which is not affected by
the band gap confinement. This background photolumines-
cence intensity decreases as the slab gets thinner. The num-
ber of detected cavity modesswhose frequencies are very
close in an H5 cavityd are limited by the mentioned back-

ground PL, the spectral width of the PL spectrum of the
material, the resolution of the experimental setup used, and
by the quality of the sample. Nevertheless, we detect a suf-
ficient number of modes as to show clearly the relevance of
the third dimension in the actual photonic band gap struc-
tures. Figure 2 includes the normalized frequencies of the
edges of the calculated photonic band gap as the slab gets
thinner. These were obtained by a three-dimensionals3Dd
plane wave expansionsPWEd method for a triangular lattice
with the same lattice parameter and filling factor. For this
purpose, we used a 3D supercell comprising the semiconduc-
tor slab surrounded by 750 nm of glass on bottom and
750 nm of air on top. We checked the value of the filling
factor by SEM pictures of the initial surface, obtaining ar /a
value of 0.328sa=500 nmd. To make the calculations as re-
alistic as possible, we have considered that the holes have a
slightly tapered shape with tilted walls at an angle of 5°
respect to the vertical direction. This angle is typically ob-
tained in vertical walls etched by CH4/H2 reactive ion beam
etching.18 A similar value was obtained in other samples fab-
ricated in our etching system.19 The value of this angle
is important as it affects losses in photonic crystals
waveguides10 andQ factor of cavities. In our case the change
in theQ factor swhich is,1000d as the thickness changes is
not big enough by itself as to produce the observed shift in
the modes, as will be explained bellow. Figure 2 shows that
the band gap shifts to higher normalized frequencies as the
slab gets thinner. The edge of the conduction band shifts at a
slightly faster rate than the edge of the valence bandsi.e., the
band gap gets slightly widerd, allowing the cavity modes to
appear inside the cavity as the gap shifts.

Figure 3 shows the change in the emissionsnormalized
frequenciesd of the observed cavity modes for the same H5
cavity of Fig. 1 versus the etched thickness. The rate of

FIG. 1. sad Scanning electron microscopy image of the fabricated H5 cavi-
ties.sbd Schematic view of the cavity fabricated on the III-V semiconductor
slab with a thicknessd=265 nm bonded to a glass substrate.

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of the same H5 microcavity as the thick-
ness of the slabd is decreasedssolid lined. The spectra of an unpatterned
region in the vicinity is shown alsossegmented lined. Straight lines on each
of the spectra mark the position of the photonic band gap calculated by
three-dimensional PWE method.
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variation is around 2 nm per etched nanometer. We have in-
cluded the variation of the top of the valence band and the
bottom of the conduction band with the thickness for com-
parison. The rate at which the modes shift towards higher
energies as the thickness decreases is similar to the calcu-
lated variation of the borders of the band gap.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the normalized fre-
quency of the peaks corresponding to selected cavity modes
versus the thickness for H1, H3 and H5 cavities. In the case
of H3 and H5 cavities only two of the peaks from all of the
cavity modes observed are shown for clarity. The shift of the
modes in the H3 and H5 cavities changes with the slab thick-
ness at the same rate, whereas the change in a H1 cavity is
faster. In order to analyze the shift of the cavity modes we
considered that the H1 cavity has a reduced number of
modes, which can be easily identified through different com-
puting simulations. We have performed three-dimensional
finite-difference time-domains3D-FDTDd calculations20 of a
H1 cavity in a slab with variable thickness to obtain the
normalized frequencies of the cavity modes. Tapered holes
with sides of 5° inclination have been also used. The shift
rate obtained for the mode with higher intensity is shown in
Fig. 3. Additional 3D-FDTD calculations show that the shift
in the peaks is affected by the shape of the holes. We have
also obtained that as the slope of the sides increases, the shift
rate of the modes decreases. However, this factor alone pro-
duces a variation in frequencies that is much lesssaround
five times smaller for a change from 0 to 5°d than what is
experimentally measured. As the photonic band gap changes
sin size and in positiond with the thickness, the cavity modes
also change in the same directionstoward higher energiesd.
We would expect a very similar behavior for the case of
modal emission in a photonic crystal laser. Nevertheless, the
lasing mode may change depending on the position of the

excitation spot and other experimental conditions which
makes it much more difficult to identify the frequency of the
lasing mode than in the case of the spontaneous emission
study.

In summary, we have shown how the variation in the
thickness of a photonic crystal microcavity on a slab signifi-
cantly alters the emission wavelengths of the cavity modes.
The shift in normalized frequencies follows the shift of the
photonic band gap of the triangular lattice calculated by
three-dimensional PWE methods. This effect shows the im-
portant effects of the third dimension in planar photonic
crystal structures and it can be very useful for fine laser
tuning after device fabrication. Further work is necessary to
assess how the lasing modes may shift in a microcavity de-
pending on the thickness of the slab.
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FIG. 3. Left panel: change in the normalized frequencies of emission for
different modes of the H5 cavity of Fig. 1 versus the thickness of the slab.
The calculated position of the border of the valence band and conduction
band of the photonic band gap is shown in dashed lines. Right panel: varia-
tion in the normalized frequency of the emission corresponding to selected
cavity modes of H1strianglesd, H3 scirclesd and H5ssquaresd cavities versus
the thickness of the slab. The solid line shows the evolution trend of the
highest intensity mode of an H1 cavity obtained by 3D FDTD calculations.
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